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'

Enclosed is Licensee Event Report 91-015-01 for Point Deach
Nuclear Plant, Unit'l.- This report is provided in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.73 (a) (2) (v) (D) , "Any event or condition that alone
could have prevented ~the fulfillment of the safety function of
structures or systems'that are needed to " Mitigate the
consequences.of an accident."

,

-This supplemental. report is being submitted in order to clarify-
: statements made in the " Safety Assessment" portion of the report.
-The changes made to the_ original report are-annotated with a
. revision bar.

If any 'further information is required, please conte.at us.
-Sincerely,
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Ja a J. Zach '

;Vice President- *
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ABSTRACT

'On November 28, 1991, Unit I was in hot shutdown; and operating
Procedure OP-13B,'" Secondary Systems Shutdown," was in progress. This-
procpdure was being performed in order to conduct a condenser inspection' '

following a 17 gallon per. minute condenser tube leak.- After shutting-
both main steam isolation valves (MSIV), per the procedure, the
operatora noticed'that_the main steam header was still pressurized to,

:approximately:200 psig. An ir.vestigation revealed that 1MS-234, the
-. main steam' isolation bypass ;41ve for the "A" steam generator, was'open.e

The valve was immediately. shut,; correcting the problem.

.
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EVENT DESCRIPTION ~

On November-2|7, 1991, at 0330, while operating ar. 100f power, Unit 1
received--numerous secondary system and steam generator cample panel
" alarms associated with sodium and cation conductivity. At 0514,
, Chemistry personnel reported that the cation conductivity in eoth steam:
generators was >7pmhos/cm. By' procedure, this level necessitated the
chutdown of Unit 1. This lond reduction commenced at 0514.

Following the load reduction and prior to the reactor shutdown,.TS-39,
" Unit 1-Main. Steam Isolation Valve Operability With Non-Return check
Valve Observation"'was performed. The. test has centrol room personnel
' remotely shut and time the Unit 1 main steam isolation valves. TS-39
was successfully completed at 1022. In the process of conducting the
test, the normally chut bypass valve is opened procedurally to allow the
pressures across the MSIV to equalize so'the valve can be-opened. It
was also clC.Jed. Once the MSIV_is-open, the main steam isolation bypass
~ valve should be snu..- IT-280 was completed at 1439..

.

Following'the completion af TS-39, Inservice Test IT-280, " Main Steam
Stop Valves (Cold Shutdown), Unit la was performed. This test requires
'both main steam isolation valves.to be locally shut and timed. Although
'there are no procedural steps.to open and close the bypaes valves,
. practically. speaking, the valve must be. opened to allow.the MSIV to be
reopened. -The test also measures the valve operator air pressure
required to stroke the valves.. During the-test, the "B" steam generator .

_ 'MSIV was tested satisfactorily and reopened. The "A" steam generator
-MSIV was then-tested satisfactorily, but'after reopening the valve
following theLtest,-the "A" steam-generator main steam isolation bypass-

valve was1 inadvertently left open.

The. reactor shutdown and cool-down was commenced at 1343 on November 27,
- 1991, with .a- react or coolant system (RCS) temperature of 400*F being

_

reached at-2050.=

The-source'of the' leak was found to be 2 broken condenser tube in the
,

Unit 11,-#2 waterbox. This-tube was plugged to correct the problem and
cpprc.ximately fifty additionar condenser tubes were also plugged as a
preventative measure. Once the plugging of the tubes was completed, an
inspection of the condenser side of the circulating water system was to -

be. performed.

In order to perform this-inspection, a shutdown of the Unit 1 secondary
. plent had to be1 performed. Operating Procedure OP-13D, " Secondary
-Systems' Shutdown" was used to accomplish this shutdown. At 0100 on
? November 28, 1991, as di ected by the procedure, both MSIVs were shut.
-Following the shutting of these valves, it was noted that the main steam
header was still pressurized to approximately 200 psig. An inspection
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revealed that 1MS-234, the "A" steam generator maf, steam isolation
'ypass valve, was open. The valve was shut, correvting the problem.o
The positions of the remaining main steam isolation bypass valve for
Unit 1.and the two valves for Unit 2 were also checked. All three
valves were found to be shut. A courtesy call to the NRC Operations
Officer was made at 0330, informing them of the event.

The secondary systems shutdown was completed and the inspection of the
Unit 1 condenser was completed at 0930. Secondary plant chemistry was
returned to within specification at 1530, and the primary plant heatup
was commenced ten-minutes later. The reactor start-up commented at 0330
on November 30, 1991,-with criticality being reached at 0428. The Unit
1 turbine generator was placed on line at 1302 on November 30, 1991.
Full load was reached at 0810 on DecembA* 1, 1991.

' COMPONENT AND SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The main steam system for each unit consists of the steam generators,
main steam 1.eaders, steam supply to the reheat section of the moisture
-ceparator reheaters, steam dump system, and steam supply to various
auxiliary systems.

This system transfers steam in a thirty-inch pipe from the two steam
generators within the containment structure through the associated main
cteam isolation valve and non-return check valve. These valves are
located outside containment. From tnis point, the steam is directed
through individual twenty-four-inch lines to each of the two turbine
ctop valves and to'the moisture separator reheater tube sections,
auxiliary steam systems, and steam dump system.

A-three-inch bypass line exists around each main steam isolation valve
i. to allow-the equalization of steam pressure across the disc prior to
| opening the valve. Each bypass line contains a three inch, manually
L operated globe valvo. This valve is normally closed during plant
' ~ operation.

CAUSE AND CORRECTIVE ACTION

When-the operators realized that the main steam header was still
(; pressurized following the shutting of both main steam isolation valves,

an inspection was conducted. This inspection revealed that the "A"
.

steam generator main steam isolation bypass valve, IMS-234, had been-

| inadvertently =left open. The valve was immediately shut to correct the
problem. The positions of the three remaining main steam isolation

.

bypass valves, one other for Unit 1 and two for Unit 2, were also
checked. These three valves were all found to be shut.
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The prima.ry cause of-thic event was determined to be a procedural
inadequacy with Inservice Test IT-280, " Main Steam Stop Valves (Cold
Shutdown), Unit 1." Thiu procedure is inadequate because it does not
direct-the-opening of the main steam isolation bypass valve prior to the
opening of the MSIV or the subsequent shutting of the main steam-

isolation bypass valve once the MSIV has been opened. Without these
steps in the test procedure, there was nothing to remind the operator to
chut the valve once the MSIV was open. A review af IT-285, the
' identical test procedure for the Unit 2 MSIVs, r.lso revealed that this
procedure does not have steps directing the manipulation of the main
otee.m isolation bypass: valves.

A' review of-TS-39, the other MSIV test procedure, was also performed.
TS-39 did have the required steps that directed the opening and shutting
of the main steam isolation bypass valves, but these steps did not have-

finitial blocks included. These blocks are required to be initialed
follocing the_ satisfactory completion of each stop. This ensures that
the operator performs the test without missing any of the steps, While
~the majority-of the steps in TS-39 do have initial blocks, the steps
that; direct the opening and shutting of the main _ steam isolation bypass
valvns.do not possess any initial blocks. While this procedure has been
-performed in the past-without incident, including initial blocks for
these steps will furthar ensure that this procedure is'always performed
without-incident. TS-40A, the identical test procedure for Unit-2, also
does_not have initial blocks Ancluded following these same steps.-

Having a main. steam isolation bypass valve open in error could delay
isolation of a steam-generator in the event of an accident. The two
cccidents of concern in this case are a steam generator tube rupture and
a steam line rupture. In response to this event,-a review of the two

~

' associated-emergency operating procedures was also performed.

Emergency' Operating Procedure, EOP- 3, " Steam Generator Tube Rupture,"
'provides direction to terminate the leakage of reactor coolant into the
secondary-system following a steam generator tube rupture. Step 3 of
this procedure requires the shutting of the MSIV to isolate the steam
generator. Verification of the position of the bypass valve is.not
performed. If the.MSIV fails to shut, the follow-up actions direct the
shutting _of= numerous valves as an alternate method to isolate the steam
generator.

Emergency Operating Procedure, EOP-2, " Faulted Steam Generator
Isolation," is another procedure that directs the isolation of the steam
. generator. This. procedure is used whenever steam-generator pressure is
decreasing in an uncontrollable manner, or whenever the steam generator
is completely depressurized and has not been isolated. There is also no
mention of the shutting or verification of the position of the main

- E,' ma nei
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oteam isolation bypass valves in the steam ~ generator isolation portion
-of this procedure; :

A review of the Westinghouse _ Owners Group Emergency Responso Guidelines
(ERG) for-" Steam Generator Tube Rupture" and " Faulted Steam Generator
Isolation" was: performed. These guidelines were used as the basis for-
the Point Beach Nuclear Plant Emergency Operating Procedures during
their development. This review revealed that both procedures in the ERG
direct-the' verification or-shutting of the main steam isolation bypass
-valves. These requirements were not included in our EOPs because the
possibility of.having a main-steam isolation bypass valve open was
considered at that. time to be remote because these valves are manual
valves without indication in the control room at Point Beach Nuclear
Plant and because'of the administrative controls in-place.
Additionally, we expected that, if a bypass valve ~were left oi~n, this-
Tcondition would'be readily apparent once the MSIV was shut. The
-operator _would then check the position of the bypass valve and shut it, |

if necessary, in order to complete the' isolation of that steam
generator. These are the exact actions that took place on November 28,
1991,_when the main steam header remained pressurized;after the MSIVs
-were shut.

In' order to' prevent this event from occurring in~the future,.several
-procedural revisions will be performed. IT-280 and IT-285 will be
revised-to: include procedural steps that direct the required
manipulation;of,the main steam' isolation bypass valves. Additionally,
both TS-39--and TS-40A will have initial--blocks added to all the steps-

directing the:openingior shutting of the main steam isolation; bypass
valves. This will ensure that no steps in these two procedures aro
. missed in the future. Finally,. a review of EOP-2 and-EOP-3 Vill be
.' performed. .This review will specifically address the adequacy of the
steam generator-isolation portions of_these two EOPs. .If required,
revisions to these two EOPs will be'made. The revisions to IT-280, IT-
-285, TS-39,'and TS-40A, as well as any necessary changes resulting from
the EOP review,_will'be completed by April 1, 1992.

REPORTABILITY-

This Licensee Event Report is being. submitted in accordance with 10 CFR
50.73(a) (2) (v) (D), "Any event or condition that alone could have
prevented the fulfillment of the safety function _of structures or
systems'that'.are needed to: Mitigate the consequences of an accident."
On. November _ 28,'1991, at_0330, the NRC was informed of the event, but it
was not originally determined to-be a reportable event under_10 CFR
.50.72. -However, after further review, based on recent discussions with
NRC Region III regarding the reportability of single MSIV failures, this
event.was. determined to be reportable under 10 CFR 50.72. The required

.
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NRC notification was made at 1809 on December 4, 1991. The NRC Resident
Inspector was also informed.

SAFETY ASSESSMENT

A steam line rupture and a steam generator tube rupture are two
ccc:. dents that require the isolation of the affected steam generator
during the accident response. If a main steam isolation bypass valve is
1 M t open, the isolation of a steam generator cannot be performed
remotely from the control room.

The Point Beach Nuclear Plant Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR)
discusses the consequences of these two events and the assumptions used
in the safety analysis. For a steam line rupture, the FSAR states that
a steam line creak in any location will result in the blow-down of only
one steam generator because both steam lines possess a main steam
isolation valve and a non-return check valve. These four valves will
prevent the blow-down of more than one steam generator even if one of
these valves fails to shut. However, it is possible for a single
failure of an HSIV or a non-return check valve, with a main steam
isolation bypass valve open to result in the limited blow-down of both
cteam generators. This would result in more heat being removed from the
primary system than is assumed in the FSAR analysis. The safety
essessment in LER 87-003-00, " Main Steam Isolation Valves Open Without
Trip Power Available," p;esents the results of an analysis of the
eimultaneous blow-down of both steam generators. The analysis concludes
that the resultant reactivity excursion for this event remains within
the analyzed reactivity bounds contained in the FSAR analysis of a Steam
Line Break accident. The Safety Injection Sy3 tem provides boron
injection into the primary system prior to the occurrence of the power
cxcursion caused by the steam generator blow-down. For this event, the
boron injection capacity is sufficient to ensure that the resultant
reactivity excursion is still within the bounds of the FSAR analysis.
Additionally, Point Beach has a procedure in place, Emergency
Contingency Actions (ECA) 2.1, " Uncontrolled Depressurization of Botn
Steam Generators," that can be used should this event take place.

In the event of a steam generator tube rupture, the FSAR assumes that
isolation of the affected steam generator can be achieved in
approximately ten minutes. It further states that, should the affected
steam generator main steam isolation valve fail to shut, an alternate
course of action should be taken. This alternate course of action would
require the closing of the main steam line dump valves and the use of
the atmospheric relief of the unaffected steam generator as the method
for plant cool-down. Having a main steam isolation bypass valve openi

would prevent the remote isolation of the affected steam 90nerator, but
the alternate method for plant cool-down could still be used.
Additionally, we expect that if a bypass valve were left open, this

!
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condition would be readily apparent once the associated MSIV was shut.
The operator would then check-the position of the-bypass valve and shut
'it, if necessary, in order to complete the steam generator isolation.
:Thei-FSAR also states that the exposure to the public associated with a
500 gallons per day primary to secondary. leak rate with 1% dcfective
-fuel would-not be significant, and the levels postulated would be less- '

'than the-limits of 10 CFR 100.. Technical Specification 15.3.1.D.4
prohibits reactor operation if the primary to secondary leak rate
exceeds 500 gallons per day. This event did not endanger the health and
safety-of plant personnel or the general public. ,

SIMIIAR OCCURRENCES

-A review of pc.vious Licensee Event Reports for Point Beach Nuclear >

Plant was conducted. No similar events were identified.
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